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F r o m  t h e  E x e c u t i v e  O f f i c e r
Katrina Venticinque

• Syngenta
• Pacer Legal
• Agrimaster
• Adama Australia
• GrainGrowers

GOLD PARTNERS

Welcome to the December Newsletter! To begin with I wanted to express my joy to have returned to the Liebe Group in my 
new role of Executive Officer. After finishing my business degree, spending  several months travelling, working for the WA 
Fishing Industry Council and then moving back to Dalwallinu at the end of last year, I am excited to dive back into the group 
as we head into the new decade of 2020! 

With the local region winding down from a shorter than usual harvest season, it is a great time to reflect upon the year that 
has just passed and celebrate our successes as a group including our new Agchats and Bitesize learning workshop series’, 
our annual Crop Updates, Womens Field Day and Spring Field Day as well as our Main Trial Site all contributing to a full 
calendar of events and information.  

I would like to give a huge thank you to Chris O’Callaghan who had stepped in as Acting Executive Officer for the previous 
few months during a time of staff changeover, which has ensured the group continued to remain on-task and productive. 

We also say a temporary farewell to Danielle who is off on maternity leave as of Christmas, and wish her all the best with 
her upcoming family addition. Jessica Fletcher will be stepping into the Administration role until mid-next year, whilst we 
also welcome Judy Storer who has taken on the R&D Coordinator position. See Page 5 for some insight on our new Liebe 
team members, and make sure to pop into the office to say hello to our new staff! 

With all of the Main Trial Site now harvested, the annual R&D Book is currently in the works with many interesting reports 
starting to come in. Expect to see the book in your mailbox by mid-February next year. 

Recently the group has been successful in receiving a GRDC investment that aims to determine some of the factors 
contributing to poor lupin germination. Through the project, our Liebe staff have been collecting seed samples from 20 
properties through the region for germination testing to help identify possible causes of poor germination. This project 
will act as a pilot study into the topic and may lead to further research around specific factors that influence germination.  

The group were also successful in receiving two national landcare projects earlier this year, one which will focus on 
Aluminium toxicity, and the other will be working with young farmers through the region to build their knowledge and 
understanding around an agreed soil health topic of their choice. These projects complement our existing projects focusing 
on growing profitable legumes, ameliorating compacted soils and managing micronutrient nutrition.  

The Liebe Group Womens Committee have also received a boost in the form of a FRRR grant that will support a relevant 
guest speaker to attend the Womens Field Day in 2020. 

As we look forward into next year, the Liebe events calendar has started to take shape (see the back page). The Trials Review 
Day AgChats and AGM will kick off the first big event for 2020 on Thursday 5th March with the Crop Updates the following 
week on Wednesday 11th March. Keep your eyes out for the event agendas that will be released in the coming months.

The Liebe office will be closed from midday 24th December and re-open with normal hours from Thursday 2nd January. As 
this is the final newsletter for 2019, on behalf of all of the Liebe Group team, I wish you all a safe and happy festive season!

SILVER PARTNERS

• Landmark
• Advanta Seeds
• Australian Grain Technologies
• Scott’s Watheroo Dolomite
• Refuel Australia

• NuFarm
• Intergrain
• Boekemans Machinery Dalwallinu
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Michael Robertson
Science Director
CSIRO

F r o m 
o u r 
Pat r o n

Dear All

In my role in CSIRO I'm having quite a lot to do with the Australian government at the moment about how it responds 
to the current drought on the east coast and also builds greater resilience to a future that we predict will include 
more frequent and severe drought periods.

You all farm in a dry area and going through droughts of various length is a fact of life. I've encountered an attitude of 
helplessness amongst some associated with the current drought but I believe there is quite a lot of opportunity for 
research and innovation to help. I thought you might be interested to see the kinds of ideas that are being floated by 
various research groups to government towards the endeavour of building greater drought resilience.

1. Re-think how we run livestock operations. We have been thinking about a more systematic and proactive 
use of confinement feeding for sheep whereby they are bought in off the paddock well before drought sets 
in, thus preserving groundcover, maintaining stock condition, not having to sell off stock as feed runs short, 
and being able to control nutrition more carefully. There is quite a lot of interest in these ideas amongst 
the sheep producer community. Obviously the economics has to stack up and it will involve infrastructure 
investment as well as some innovation in providing cheaper sources of feed to supply in the confinement 
feeding situation.

2. Event-based (or index) insurance. This is where one insures against a particular event, such as an amount of 
rainfall during a particular time period. This is in contrast to traditional insurance where one insures against 
a yield loss, which can be difficult to assess and has issues with what people call “moral hazard” – where the 
insured has no incentive to manage a crop well. The research need for event based insurance is better farm 
level weather information, rather than relying on the spread out Bureau of Meteorology network that may 
not represent weather accurately at the local level.

3. Fostering the take-up of water recycling technologies on farm and in towns. These technologies have been 
known for some time and looked at mostly in capital cities, but there seem to be blockages for smaller 
communities to trial them. There is also the issue of water supplies on farm running out during droughts. We 
are proposing to look at water recycling, desalination, and water banking (where water during wet periods is 
pumped underground to be stored in an aquifer to be later withdrawn when it's needed during a dry period) 
and these technologies can be deployed at smaller scale.

There’s lots of other ideas being discussed – its clear that the current east coast drought is forcing many to re-think 
how we farm in the longer term.

All the best for the wrap up of harvest and may you have a restful break over the Christmas and New Year. And look-
ing forward to seeing some of you in 2020.

Regards

Michael
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F r o m 
o u r 
Pat r o n

MEMBERS NEWS

l i e b e  g r o u p 
w e l c o m e s  n e w 
s ta f f  m e m b e r s

Th e Liebe Group has welcomed three new additions to the team over 
the past few months, Jessica Fletcher, Judy Storer and Katrina 
Venticinque. Jessica has joined the group as the Administration and 
Communications Officer, Judy will be filling the role as Research Officer 
and Katrina will be taking over the role as Executive Officer.

Judy will be focussing on completing the harvest of this year’s trial 
program and is beginning to plan for the 2020 season. Judy grew up on 
a small property in North Meckering and attended Muresk University 
completing a degree in Agricultural Business Management. She is 
excited to be starting her career with the Liebe Group in 2019.

Having recently moved to the Dalwallinu area after four years of working 
across various remote and rural locations around the state as an 
Exercise Physiologist, Jessica will be working with the group for events 
such as the Trials Review Day, Crop Update and Women’s Field Day later 
in the year, whilst Danielle is on maternity leave.  

Katrina has re-joined the Liebe Group team after two years away, 
stepping into the Executive Officer role to help guide the group, in line 
with its strategic objectives and values. Katrina moved to Dalwallinu in 
early 2015 and has recently completed her degree in Business 
(Management and Marketing). After taking some time to travel and 
work in Perth, she moved back to Dalwallinu to work in the local 
agricultural industry at Elders Scholz Rural. Now moving just next door, 
Katrina is excited to build her leadership experience within the group 
and work alongside the passionate Liebe members.

Image 1: Judy Storer, Katrina Venticinque and Jessica Fletcher join the Liebe Group 
team.  
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MEMBERS NEWS

2 0 1 9  -  a  y e a r  i n 
r e v i e w

As 2019 draws to a close, it is time to reflect on the year that saw the 
Liebe Group continue on from the success of 2018. Although the results 
from harvest appear to be less than desirable for the region, the year 
has seen many great activities implemented: including projects, 
workshops, programs and events to bring new opportunities and 
information to members and the local community.

The Liebe Group hit the ground running in February with the 
introduction of a brand new workshop series: AgChats. The new 
initiative was designed to provide interactive learning opportunities on 
agronomic and business management topics for local farm businesses 
to develop their capacity. The AgChat series will be continuing 
throughout 2020 with the first session scheduled for Thursday, 6th 
February.

In March, the Crop Update and Trial Review Day welcomed many 
members and agribusiness back to another year. With thoughts of the 
year ahead, the day saw a crowd of 80 people with researchers and 
Liebe Group Trial Partners gathered for discussions, highlighting the 
results and key outcomes from the 2017/18 Trial Sites across the Liebe 
Region. 

It was another great year for the Women’s Field Day with over 120 rural 
women from across the state attending to hear presentations on a 
range of topics relevant to women in farming and businesses. Key note 
Speaker, Lyn Beazley, returned to Dalwallinu for a third time to discuss 
innovative women and how they turned opportunity into reality. 

The Liebe Group’s Main Trial Site at Watheroo was home to 18 research 
trials, boasting an attendance of over 175 growers and industry 
representatives for the group’s 22nd Spring Field Day. Keren Paterson, 
CEO of Trigg Mining, shared her experience with social licence within 
the mining and agricultural industries while growers and industry 
representatives heard from 17 trial partners about their current 
research at the site.

To celebrate the end of another year, the Liebe Group joined with its 
staff, members and partners for Christmas Drink in the Liebe Office. The 
night was a great success, drawing a crowd of  approximately 50 people 
attending for the festivities and welcoming the group’s three new staff 
members. 

The Liebe Group continues to build and maintain strong relationships 
with research and industry partners to provide relevant information to 
farm business members. Completing the year, The Liebe Group will be 
busy finalizing the Local Research and Development Book containing 
the results from many different trials in our region over the year. This 
book will be available for members in early 2020. 
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MEMBERS NEWS

To continue the success of 2019, the planning of various events is well underway, including the AgChats 
Series, Trials Review Day and Crop Update to kick-start the year. In addition, the Liebe Group is looking 
forward to the 2020 Research Program, particularly for the Main Trial Site which will be hosted in Latham 
and the continuation of a number of projects. 

The Liebe Group is a progressive grower driven group, working together to facilitate grower prioritized 
research, development and extension to support its members to be profitable and sustainable. The group 
would like to thank all partners, members and supporters who have supported the group’s success in 2019.

Image 1: Main Trial Site at the Keamy's Property in Watheroo. 

Image 2: Alan Meldrum, GrainGrowers, with 
Liebe member and R&D Chair, Steve Sawyer 
and Paul O'Meehan for the AgChats Series. 

Image 3: Women of Liebe, enjoying the Women's Field Day. 

Image 4: Raffle Winner, Ian Hunt from Coorow, 
with Tony Pekin, Scott's Watheroo Dolomite, at 
Crop Updates

Image 5: The Liebe Team at Christmas Drinks to celebrate 
2019.  
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2 0 1 9  -  a  y e a r  i n 
r e v i e w

MEMBERS NEWS

Image 6: Jane Hyde taking part in the 
Bitsize Learning Session with Gary Butcher 
and Mike Dodd

Image 7: Women of Liebe at the Movie 
Night. 

Image 8: Dance Party with the kids at 
the Movie Night. 

Image 9: Members attending the 
AgChats Workshop Series. 

Image 10: Members with Bevan Addison 
from Adama Australia at the Post 
Seeding Field Walk.

Image 11: R&D Coordinator, Judy 
Storer, helping out with the Lupin 
Establishment Project. 

Image 12: Rowan McReery and Alex 
Keamy attending a feedlot and vessel 
tour in Fremantle thanks to The Sheep 
Collective.
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MEMBERS NEWS

R e g i o n a l 
R o u n d  U p 

EA R LI ER this year, the Liebe Group caught up with a family from within 
the Liebe Region to find out what their plans were for the year and what 
they hope to achieve. The Group were able to follow up with Chris and 
Michelle Kirby in December to see how their year went. 

Note: Views stated in the Regional Round Up articles are strictly those of the 
individual and do not necessarily represent those of the Liebe Group. 

Farmers (family): Chris and Michelle Kirby
Location: 23km North West of Beacon
Average rainfall: Annual: 184mm GSR: 176mm
Farm size: Total: 6000h
Area cropped: 4000ha: 60% wheat, 35% barley, 0-10% canola
Enterprise mix: 66% cropping, 34% sheep and fallow

How did you think the 2019 season 
went?
In the wash-up, a good result. Due to 
the late start, we reduced our program 
dropping canola, pulses and our 
overall cropping by 25%; no subsoil 
moisture, a late break, 75% of our 
growing season rainfall in a four week 
window from the 7th June – no fall 
over 8mm after that and a hot week in 
September, somehow, while below 
average, the crops were surprisingly 
resilient and results better than 
expected.

What do you think were the major constraints to production on your 
farm this season?
A lack of precipitation – moisture stress and heat stress.

How are you planning to adapt to manage these constraints in the 
future?
For the rain part, pray! 
The heat – a bit more praying!
Also choosing crops and varieties that are more tolerant to heat stress 
and low-rainfall conditions and continuing to improve soil water 
holding capacity, where possible,  through incorporation of organic 
matter and stubble retention. 

Did you trial new technologies?
No. We had planned to trial chickpeas again (with the Liebe Group), 
after many years of abstinence, but it got too late so we will try again in 
2020.

Image 1:  Chris and Michelle Kirby 
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If you had $5 million dollars, what would you do with it?
We need to find sustainable, economical, non-chemical options for weed control and a reliable economical 
system to increase the carbon content of our soils. (Easy to say isn’t it!)

What trials or workshops would you like to see happen within the Liebe Group for the next season?
I feel like the Liebe Group is always heading in the right direction with its R & D and workshops. So credit to 
the R & D Committee and Staff.

Image 2: Harvesting on the Kirby Property

Wednesday 11th March 2020
Dalwallinu Recreation Centre

s u n d o w n e r  t o  f o l l o w

Kindly sponsored by 
Scott’s Watheroo Dolomite

DIAMOND 
PARTNERS

Save the date for the annual Liebe Group 
Crop Updates!

Included on the agenda will be a range of 
presentations relevant to your 

farming business.

Further details coming soon!

q u e r i e s
Phone: 08 9661 1907

Email: research@liebegroup.org.au

l i e b e  g r o u p  c r o p  u p d at e s
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I n September, The Liebe Group announced the launch of a new project 
with the focus on younger generation farmers to support the adoption 
of innovative and sustainable soil management practices. The project 
has been funded by the National Landcare Project - Smart Farms Small 
Grants and will involve a group of ten landholders under the age of 35 
that will implement their own demonstration on farm over a two year 
period.

The Liebe Group indentified that there is increasing time constraints on 
farmers and particularly young farmers who are managing large scale 
farm businesses in addition to juggling personal commitments such as 
family and community. This also limits the time they can spend off the 
farm to develop their professional skills and engage in traditional peer 
learning experiences. 

Throughout the course of the project, the Liebe Group are looking to 
trial how an online peer network (with the use of modern technology 
and social media apps) can replicate and/or add value to the traditional 
peer learning experience without the associated time off the farm. The 
trial will also look to build the skills and capacity of young farmers to 
implement and evaluate on-farm trials and demonstrations. 

The Gen Y Paddock Challenge will include the monitoring and evaluation 
of ten paddock scale demonstration of the landholders with findings 
and in-season analysis shared in real time between the participants. In 
collaboration with the local farmers, the Group will develop case 
studies to share the findings and experiences from the demonstration 
and showcase the innovative methods being used to manage soil 
constraints that are impacting farm productivity and soil health. 

The group will meet with the ten young growers in February 2020 to 
determine the common soil constraints that will be addressed in their 
on-farm trial and discuss the outcomes of the projects throughout the 
year. 

The Liebe Group are currently looking for five farmers under the age of 
35 from the region, who would be interested in participating in the 
project. 

For further information on the project, please contact Judy Storer at 
research@liebegroup.org.au or 08 9661 1907.

Image 1: Photo taken by Fin Brown.

MEMBERS NEWS

G e n  Y  Pa d d o c k 
C h a l l e n g e 
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T h e  t o u g h 
t i m e s  c o n t i n u e 
-  R a b o b a n k 
A u s t r a l i a n 
W i n t e r  C r o p 
O u t l o o k

Lisa Curtis 
Assistant Marketing Manager
Rabobank

PARTNER UPDATES

Australia is facing the prospect of a winter crop of just 27.7 million tonnes 
– the smallest since 2007/08 – as ongoing severe drought conditions have 
taken their toll on many of the nation’s main cropping regions, according 
to agribusiness specialist Rabobank.

This represents a decline of nine per cent on last year’s already drought-
diminished grain harvest and is 31 per cent below the five-year-average 
for Australia’s winter crop. 

In its Australian 2019/20 Winter Crop Production Outlook – Tough Times, 
Low Tonnes, the bank says while the year will see production increases in 
some cropping regions – most notably in southern Victoria – this “reflects 
the extent of last year’s decline rather than significant gains over typical 
production levels”.

Nor will these increases offset a significantly smaller Western Australian 
crop – with less-than-ideal growing conditions set to see the state’s grain 
harvest come in below 11.9 million tonnes, more than 33 per cent down 
on last year. While Queensland’s overall grain crop is expected to come 
in at just below 0.5 million tonnes, down more than 30 per cent on last 
season and 72 per cent below the five-year average, the report says.   

“There is no ‘sugar coating’ the fact Australia’s grains industry is suffering 
the ongoing severe impacts of drought,” says report co-author, Rabobank 
senior grains analyst Cheryl Kalisch Gordon.

“Conditions this season have proved testing even for Australia’s ‘most 
valuable player of the year’ last season, WA. After starting the season on 
limited soil moisture, the Western Australian crop got a good but late start 
and then kept up with just-in-time rainfall, only to be pulled back by a 
widespread and severe frost in early September, in between unseasonably 
high temperatures and low rainfall,” she says.

“The east coast largely was a repeat of 2018/19 with a few exceptions. 
Southern Victoria and central Queensland both managed to buck the 
national trend, with cumulative rainfall and yields reaching near to five-
year average levels.”

Dr Kalisch Gordon says for many of Australia’s grain-producing regions, 
this will be the third consecutive year of severely drought-affected 
production. 

“This means that the tough times are getting tougher and the tail of 
enduring impacts of the drought is getting longer,” she says. “And 
these impacts don’t just apply to cash flow for growers – they also 
relate to stymied expansion plans, as well as growing soil and resource 
management challenges.

“Moreover, Australia’s reduced capacity to service international markets 
over multiple years will severely challenge Australia’s competitiveness in 
export markets when our exportable surplus grows again.”
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The bank is forecasting the nation’s overall wheat crop in 2019/20 to be down eight per cent on last season at 
15.84 million tonnes (32 per cent below the five-year average).

Barley production is also set to fall seven per cent on last year to 7.71 million tonnes (21 per cent down on the 
five-year average), with the canola crop falling 16 per cent year-on-year to 1.83 million tonnes (45 per cent below 
the five year average). 

Commodities

Trade impact 

With a significantly below-average crop, the bank expects another year of limited exports in 2019/20 – the third 
consecutive year of below-average export volumes, Dr Kalisch Gordon says.

“Exports are likely to be in the order of eight million tonnes of wheat, 3.9 million tonnes of barley and less than 
a million tonnes of canola,” she says. “Collectively, this would be 15 per cent below last year’s export program.”
Dr Kalisch Gordon said increased volumes of wheat from the Black Sea region and Argentina had already moved 
in to make up for Australia’s supply short-fall in key export markets, especially South East Asia.

“Regaining market positioning will be increasingly difficult with every year that Australia does not have a buoyant 
export surplus,” she says.

With another year of reduced availability of local production, a significant increase in grain imports is also on 
the cards, the report says, predicting the amount of grain and livestock feed products into Australia to rise by 
52 per cent from last season – taking imports in 2019/20 to 250 per cent above the preceding five-year average.

WA 'bread basket' faltering
Only a year after “playing the role of Australia’s bread basket”, lower grain production is on the cards for Western 
Australia, the report says.
 
“The biggest percentage decline will be in the state’s canola crop, which we expect to be just 0.8 million tonnes 
– only 50 per cent of WA’s five-year average,” Dr Kalisch Gordon says. “Increased barley plantings this year, 
however, will mean WA’s barley supply will remain close to the five-year average for the state.”

Despite the significantly-reduced WA crop, the state will continue to ‘export to the east’, supplying wheat and 
barley to the NSW and Queensland markets over the coming year, the report says.

“However, with lower WA supply, fewer livestock on the east coast and higher south eastern Australian grain 
supply in 2019/20, grain movement from west to east will be down considerably on last year,” Dr Kalisch Gordon 
said.

Bright spots 
With a winter crop forecast to reach 5.9 million tonnes – a year-on-year increase of 58 per cent – Victoria has 
emerged as one of the few bright spots in this year’s crop outlook.

However, it’s a tale of two parts for the state, the report says, with a noticeable divide having emerged as the 
season progressed between the rain-graced south and an increasingly dry north. 

For New South Wales, despite a third consecutive year of below-average rainfall, crop production is set to 
increase significantly from “last year’s disaster”, the report says, delivering 3.7 million tonnes. Although this is a 
31 per cent improvement on last season, it is still lagging the five-year average by 61 per cent. 

Similarly, South Australian crop production is forecast to be still down on average, but up some nine per cent on 
last season, at 5.7 million tonnes.
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Prices

When it comes to prices, the outlook is relatively flat for the coming year, according to the report.

“A continuation of difficult seasonal conditions and still very high feed-grain demand on the east coast is 
expected to maintain an elevated price floor for wheat and barley, while further international imports of wheat 
from Canada are expected to put a price ceiling on upside movement in the new season,” Dr Kalisch Gordon says.

Globally, Rabobank forecasts CBOT wheat prices to move into the USc500-520 a bushel range out to the fourth 
quarter of 2020. Combined with a softening Australian dollar, this will lift the global base for Australian grain 
prices. However lower year-on-year local basis will offset global gains so that local prices will be down on last 
year.

For more information on Rabobank’s research, please contact Rabobank Dalwallinu on 08 9661 0900 or download 
the RaboResearch podcast app. 

                                       
 

Why weeds grow, where they do 
& how to control them 

 

A new workshop for grain growers to fine tune their farming system to give confidence in the 
future of cropping. 

Peter Newman from Planfarm and Weedsmart has developed this 3 to 4 hour workshop to work 
with grain growers to determine where are the weak links in our weed control systems and help 
farmers with the decision making process of weed control tools to adopt. 

You specify 

• Your biggest weed issues 
• Where they occur (which rotation, which crop, which soil type etc.) 
• What you’re already doing 

Then we work as a group to discuss solutions to the biggest issues.  

You leave with a plan of what tools you will investigate further 

We encourage growers to invite your agronomist to attend as well. 

When: 12.30pm, Wednesday 19 February 2020 

Where: The Liebe Office, Dalwallinu  

Afternoon Tea and Drinks to be provided.  
Please RSVP via email at admin@liebegroup.org.au or via phone 08 9661 1907. 

Peter Newman has taken a systems approach to weed management for the past 20 years. He 
believes that weeds are a symptom of our weed management and farming systems. Herbicides are 
important but they are not the complete answer. We now have a wide range of non-herbicide tools 
at our disposal and it can be difficult to decide which tools to choose for your farming system.  This 
workshop will aim to look at the entire farming system, help you identify where the weak links are, 

and then look at tools to target these weak links. 

This workshop is made possible with GRDC investment via your local RCSN 
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• Farmland values continue to rise over the long term;
• Growth is sporadic with declines, flat periods and strong growth 

periods;
• Land is increasingly scarce;
• In global terms our land values are still reasonable;
• How to work out what is a reasonable value.

Key Points 

Land Value Trends
Fa r m la n d values tend to increase by 5% -7% per annum over the longer 
term. Over the last two years land values have increased significantly 
right across Australia. This is happening despite the drought conditions 
in Eastern Australia.

Whenever there is a large increase in farmland values, the question is 
asked “is this sustainable and will land values continue to rise”?

Farmland values would be expected to be linked to commodity prices 
and broadly higher commodity prices do favour farmer confidence and 
therefore impact on land value.

The relative scarcity of land is one factor with the number of farmers 
declining.

ABARES data in Figure 1 suggests that the number of farmers has fallen 
by 31% over the last 17 years, or approximately 2% per annum.

Figure 1: (Source) ABARES. Farm Numbers by Area.

The fall in farm numbers has been at the expense of smaller operators, 
with an increase in large farms.

• During the period 2000–01 to 2016–17, the total number of 
Australian grain farms fell by around 31%;

• Most of this decline was in the number of farms planting less 
than 1,200 hectares;

• The number of farms planting more than 2,400 hectares of grain 
increased, dominating total output of grains, pulses and 
oilseeds;

• Larger farms produced most of the Australian grain (see Table 1).

PARTNER UPDATES

fA R M L A N D 
vA L U E S

Greg Easton, Farmanco 
Management Consultants
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Table 1: (Source) ABARES Proportion of grain farms and production by size, 2014-15 to 2016-17.

The relative scarcity has increased the scale of farms and foreign investment is driving the current increase 
in land values. Though we think our farmland is expensive, in global terms Australian farms remain relatively 
cheap when compared to international values and compared on a tonne of production basis.

With values less than half that of major export competing nations:
• United Kingdom US$2,575/tonne annual wheat;
• New Zealand US$2,500/tonne annual wheat;
• United States US$2,400/tonne annual wheat;
• Brazil US$2,400/tonne annual wheat.

Figure 2: Land Commodities Land Value Comparison 

As suggested, there has been a large increase in land values across Australia over the last three years with 
individual state increases described in the Rural Bank publication:
https://www.ruralbank.com.au/assets/responsive/pdf/publications/afv-2017.pdf.

Land values do not always rise and the Rural Bank report noted that during 2017, West Australian Land values 
fell by 0.1%, the Northern Territory fell by 12.4% (a larger area of low value properties influenced the Northern 
Territory fall). In general however, land values have been rising steadily.

As an example: If we use the Dalwallinu (WA) land values to 2012 (see Figure 3) where we have good data, you 
can see that land has apprecatied in value over the last 40 years.
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Figure 3a: Dalwallinu, WA.

Figure 3: Dalwallinu Land Values Cleared Hectare Excluding Buildings. 

If you had bought land at the peak in 1982, before the demise of the Wool Reserve Scheme and deregulation 
of the grain industy, you would not have received any capital growth until after 1998 (16 years).
However, you have to be careful as Dalwallinu has low rainfall on the eastern side and medium on the western 
side of the shire.
We see the same long periods without growth at Culcairn (NSW):

Figure 4: Culcairn Land Values Cleared Hectare Excluding Buildings.

How Much to Pay
With farms getting larger and in theory, having more capacity to purchase land at a higher price, how do you 
work out what you should pay for land?

There are four broad appoaches. Look at:
1. Return on Investment (ROI);
2. Comparative Sales;
3. Lowest cost production unit;
4. Buy the rumor.

Return on Investment
To calculate a return on investment value for land, a Year in Year Out Table (example in Table 2) is prepared 
with an average five year rotation and the best estimate of variable costs. Then deduct overheads directly 
related to owning the farm( generally Rates and Insurance).

This is shown as a crop only exercise for simplicity.
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Table 2: Year in Year Out crop only example. 

After Calcuating the Cash Trading Profit, you can then divide the Cash Trading Profit by the return you would 
like to achieve. For example if we divide $263,628 by 5%, 7%, 9% and 11%, you can calculate what the 
property might be worth as a return on investment, based on production shown in Table 3.

Table 3: Return on investment. 

Of course this requires careful consideration of assumptions to ascertain accurate values.

Comparative Sales

Comparative sales require you to find recent sales data and try and compare simular properties on a per 
hectare basis. The challenge with this approach is that you need to make assumptions around the value of 
the infrastructure and arable area to calculate a meaningful rate. Not all properties sold are arm length 
transactions so care needs to be taken with related part transactions.

Comparative prices do give you a good guide to values and different areas. Western Australian Shire based 
sales reports are available from Landgate. What is not calculted is what level of return can be generated from 
the land being purchased.

In NSW and Victoria, allowance for non-arable land is rarely made and can be a trap for those purchasing 
land that is not very arable or effective.
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Lowest Cost Production Unit

Using a production unit such as dollar per tonne of wheat (Table 4) enables you to make a quick comparision 
between properties. $1,200 an effective hectare divided by 1.40 t/ha equates to $857 a tonne of wheat. In the 
example below the higher value property with a value of $2,500 is cheaper than the lower value property of 
$1,200 an effective hectare.

For example:

Table 4: Lowest Cost per Production Unit. 

The lowest cost of production unit can be used to compare any like for like operation, it might be tonnes of 
wood from a tree plantation or sheep carrying capacity.

The problem with this approach is that similar to the comparative sale approach, in that you are comparing 
yield not profit. This is also a simplistic approach, as a business is rarely comprised of just ‘wheat’. This 
works quite well in areas where wheat is the dominant crop, but care needs to be taken to consider the mix 
of crops and relative profitability of other enterprises.

Buy the Rumor
You could just take for granted that the price you are hearing is accurate and purchase properties at the 
values heard. Our experience is that the rumour is often very different from reality, especially when properties 
are worked back to an effective hectare basis.

It is always useful to take time to dig a bit to establish the facts. Many a farm has been purchased quickly on 
the hearsay of the purchase next door – hearsay that later proves to be incorrect!

Summary 
Land value would be expected to increase over the longer term, buying at the peak of the market may mean 
that you might not achieve any capital growth for an extended period of time.

• Land values can go down, the risk of a fall is much higher after a sharp rise;
• In relative global terms, our land value is still reasonable;
• Considered expansion even at high values can add incremental growth to your business over the 

longer term.

After such a strong rise in land values, it pays to be a little cautious. However, don’t miss good long-term 
opportunities by ignoring this space altogether. Be sure to work out if it will fit without placing your business 
at risk and ensure that it is in keeping with your longer-term strategy.
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Va r i e ta l 
S e l e c t i o n 
t o  h e l p 
a l l e v i at e  t i m e 
c o n s t r a i n t s 
at  s e e d i n g

Alana Hartley
Marketing & Seed 
Production, WA
Australian Grain 
Technologies 

Take Homes

• The sowing window can be widened safely with different 
maturing varieties; 

• Understand the phenology drivers of the varieties you plan to 
sow;

• Match varietal maturing with sowing time to ensure flowering in 
the optimal window;

• Understand local maturity influences when selecting a variety 
and sowing time;

• Winter wheats may fit in softer environments where early sowing 
is achievable;

• When sown early winter wheats are a valuable tool in a mixed 
farming enterprise;

• On average main season spring wheats such as Scepter are still 
the yield benchmark when sown in their appropriate window.

Ac ro ss Australia the general trend is that farms are growing in size and 
growers are becoming increasingly time poor at crucial times of the 
season. Increasing efficiency across all areas of the farming system is 
vital, particularly at seeding time. Research has shown that varietal 
selection can help extend the sowing window by utilising differing 
maturities to ensure flowering is occurring in the optimal flowering 
window.  Flowering in the optimal flowering window reduces the risk of 
both frost damage and heat stress as well as ensuring the crop 
maximises yield potential. Wheat breeders have been developing 
varieties with differing phenology to assist growers with this complex 
time of sowing decision. Late maturing varieties can optimise early 
sowing opportunities while quick maturing varieties allow for effective 
risk management when the season break is late or sowing is delayed. 
How these maturity characteristics are expressed is dependent on a 
number of genetic and environmental interactions.

To understand these maturity drivers we need to recognise that a wheat 
plant has two distinct growth phases: vegetative and reproductive. The 
transition from vegetative to reproductive is primarily driven by either 
vernalisation (cold requirement) or photoperiod (day length) which is 
determined by the individual genes a variety carries. The third 
mechanism that influences a varieties maturity is ‘earliness per se’. This 
is often variety specific and refers to the component of a varieties’ 
maturity that is not characterised by either vernalisation or photoperiod 
sensitivity. Driven by many minor genes and influenced by temperature, 
earliness per se can often explain small maturity variations between 
varieties.  

Whilst phenology drivers and associated reactions in wheat varieties 
are complex, by having a basic understanding growers can better 
manage their sowing programs by selecting varieties that suit their 
farming system.
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Figure 1: Breakdown of genetic drivers influencing crop phenology. 

Regulation of flowering

Vernalisation 

Vernalisation responsive varieties require exposure to a period of cold temperature to transition from 
vegetative to reproductive development. Winter wheats for example require temperatures between 0-13°C 
for between 30-60 days to switch from vegetative to reproductive. The level of accumulation of cold 
requirement can vary between varieties depending on the genes they carry and, accumulation can occur 
from seed germination through to the vegetative phase of plant growth.

So what is happening if we are pushing the sowing window of our wheat varieties earlier each season? For 
long spring (moderate cold requirement) and winter type (strong cold requirement) wheat varieties, their 
vernalisation requirement will put a handbrake on spike initiation until all cold requirements are satisfied. 
This means we can sow earlier when temperatures are warmer. Spring wheats with weak or no vernalisation 
response when sown early may progress to flowering more rapidly resulting in increased frost risk during 
susceptible growth stages potentially reducing grain yield.

Photoperiod 

Photoperiod refers to the time a plant is exposed to light within a 24-hour period. Generally, the rate of 
development of a wheat plant increases with day length (14 hours or more). When experiencing short days 
(<10 hours light) in photoperiod sensitive varieties the vegetative phase is prolonged and the transition to 
the reproductive phase is delayed. As day length increases, from shorter winter days to longer spring days, 
the photoperiod requirement is met triggering the plant to switch to reproductive growth.

The right combination of genes

Whilst we have a good handle on the major genes that drive phenology, many minor genes and environmental 
factors or ‘earliness per se’ cause subtle variation to varieties. The major vernalisation and photoperiod 
genes only account for a large portion of maturity responses while the remaining influences that affect 
phenology are not as well defined. This is why Time of Sowing (TOS) trials across multiple years and 
environments are so valuable to tease out the subtle differences between varieties with similar genetics.
 
Table 1 illustrates how variable the expression of sensitivities to temperature and day length are across 
varieties. Quick maturing varieties such as Axe, have very little to no vernalisation or photoperiod 
requirements compared to winter wheat varieties that have strong vernalisation requirements and range in 
photoperiod sensitivity. Varieties such as Scepter will generally have broad adaptation because it has 
moderate sensitivity to vernalisation conditions and minimal photoperiod sensitivity. This is what gives a 
variety flexibility to maintain its relative maturity despite very cold or very warm seasons.
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Table 1: Variety vernalisation and photoperiod sensitivity. 

Whilst the majority of modern varieties available to Australian growers have somewhat flexible maturity 
characteristics, adhering to the correct sowing windows for different maturity types is essential to ensure 
flowering in the optimal window to reduce stress and maximise yield potential. Wheat varieties with varied 
responses to vernalisation and photoperiod requirements provide greater flexibility in terms of sowing 
window. For example; Magenta and Cutlass will reach flowering on a similar date when sown on the same 
day in the central wheatbelt but their maturity will respond differently depending on where they are sown 
north and south of that. Growers throughout the Northern Agricultural Region (NAR) have had success with 
Magenta in recent seasons. The main reason behind this is that its longer maturity allows growers to take 
advantage of early sowing opportunities. The reasons this type of maturity can be successful in this scenario 
is due to its moderate vernalisation and photoperiod requirement. These maturity holds successfully slow 
Magenta in terms of maturity when sown early in the window in this environment. In comparison, Cutlass, 
which has stronger photoperiod sensitivity and minimal vernalisation requirement, could potentially rush 
ahead increasing frost risk due to its vernalisation holds not being as strong. Therefore growers in the NAR 
can confidently sow a variety like Magenta early without the risk of it bolting to maturity if warm conditions 
persist after an April sowing or the relatively small change in day length between the winter solstice and 
spring daylight hours. 

If the same comparison were to be made in Southern WA, the greater variation in day length from winter to 
spring would result in Cutlass having a better maturity fit for early sowing. Sowing Cutlass early in the 
window in Southern WA will see it remain in a vegetative phase when day length is short (winter), regardless 
of the cool temperatures. Once day length begins to increase and its photoperiod requirements are met, 
Cutlass will then transition into the reproductive phase. The photoperiod sensitivity of Cutlass in this 
environment increases its sowing time flexibility.  This flexibility gives growers the confidence that when 
sown late April through to May Cutlass will begin flowering mid-September, making it a valuable tool for 
frost risk management in this environment. Magenta can still be used successfully but its phenology can be 
more impacted by a relatively cool or warm winter, making it more variable and increasing both frost and 
heat/drought risk. 
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In contrast to spring wheat varieties, the phenology package of true winter wheats provide unique 
opportunities due to their strong vernalisation requirement. This strong vernalisation requirement allows 
winter wheats to be safely sown very early without taking on increased frost risk where they can provide 
valuable ground cover or fill the early winter feed gap in grain and graze situations. Winter wheat varieties 
also exhibit high yield potential in areas with cooler growing seasons such as Kojonup, Stirling’s and 
Esperance coastal areas where early sowing is achievable.  These environments usually have higher growing 
season rainfall and longer maturing varieties such as Illabo will be able to maximise the use of the longer 
growing season to push yield potential sometimes beyond the capacity of a main season spring wheat. While 
there is increasing interest in this type of maturity for non-traditional cropping areas, conditions permitting 
the sowing of winter wheats are niche and relatively infrequent and requires further research to improve our 
understanding of their application in WA environments. 

It is therefore an advantage to understand the drivers behind new varieties’ maturity when assessing its fit 
in your farming system thus important to match not only growing season length, which may be influenced by 
an early break, to variety but also the pattern of maturity to the region in which it is sown. While Magenta 
and Cutlass could both be categorised as Mid-long maturity, the environmental conditions that drive their 
transition to reproductive growth do contrast and can present risks in different environments (such as 
increasing risk of exposure to frost conditions or failure to accumulate biomass to support grain yield). 

Reference:

Harris, F., Martin, P., Eagles. H. 2016, Understanding wheat phenology: flowering response to sowing time, 
accessed 15 October 2019, https://grdc.com.au/resources-and-publications/grdc-update-papers/tab-
content/grdc-update-papers/2016/02/understanding-wheat-phenology-flowering-response-to-sowing-time  
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G R D C  E a r ly 
a n d  E f f e c t i v e 
S u m m e r  W e e d 
C o n t r o l 
W o r ks h o p s 
2 0 1 9

Andrew Storrie
AGRONOMO

I n November 2019 five Early and Effective Summer Weed Control 
workshops trained 33 growers and agronomists in improved early 
identification of summer weeds, updates on the new 2,4-D use 
regulations and how this can be used as a positive in more effective 
summer spraying, They were conducted at Moora, Dalwallinu, Lake 
Grace and Narrogin. Previously another five half-day summer weed 
management workshops were run in February 2019 at Mingenew, 
Merredin, Esperance, Corrigin and Kendenup training 63 growers and 
consultants.

Craig Brown, Synergy Consulting and Dr Catherine Borger, DPIRD, 
presented at Moora and Dalwallinu workshops while Alex Douglas, 
DPIRD, presented at Lake Grace and Narrogin workshops. Bevan 
Addison, Adama Australia, also presented at Lake Grace.

Image 1: Craig Brown, Synergy Consulting, discussing double knocking summer 
weeds at the Dalwallinu workshop. Image: AGRONOMO

Summer weeds can rob subsequent crops of soil nitrogen and stored 
soil water. Research in New South Wales (2011) found that for every 
millimetre of moisture lost during the summer fallow to weed growth, 
0.65 kilograms per ha of nitrogen was also lost.

Summer weeds can also delay seeding time for winter crops through 
reducing stored soil water forcing growers to wait till enough rain has 
fallen. They can also reduce crop emergence by causing physical and/
or chemical interference at seeding time. 

The increasing trend of rainfall in summer across the Western Australian 
cropping belt increases the threat from summer weeds by increasing 
weed control costs and increasing disease and pest threats to 
subsequent crops by forming a green bridge.
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It is also essential for growers and agronomists to be able to identify weeds when small so the correct 
management practices and herbicides can be used. For example grasses such as button grass (Dactyloctenium 
radulans) and Feathertop Rhodes grass (Chloris virgata) can become tolerant of glyphosate once tillering 
has commenced. Seedling grasses can be difficult to identify and be easily confused with native species. 

Nine participants attended the Dalwallinu workshop held at Liebe Group’s great facilities on Tuesday 15 
November, 2019.

The half-day workshop was a mixture of presentations and hands-on weed seedling identification. 
Participants were given a quiz where they had weed seedling names and descriptions which they matched 
to the numbered pots. Seedlings were at ideal stages for control i.e. small, so their identification was reliant 
on having a very close look with 10X a hand lens. Some of the characteristics that needed to be identified 
included:

•  Size and position of hairs on leaves and leaf sheaths
•  Size and description of auricles and ligules on grasses
•  Presence/absence of glands
•  Leaf shape and size
•  Colour 

Image 2: Andrew Storrie, AGRONOMO, 
showing David Jolly & Harley Fennell, 
Elsera Ag, the finer points in seedling 
grass identification in the Liebe lab. 
Image: AGRONOMO

Participants thought the strong points of the workshop included:
• Good content and length of the workshop
• The hands-on weed seedling exercise
• Discussing the compatibility of herbicide groups

Actions participants said they would do differently in the future include:
• Testing water before spraying and after the herbicide has been 

added - Acidifying spray water is normally unnecessary, while 
hard water needs to be corrected, particularly when using amine 
formulations.

• Check for and identify weeds earlier to maximise control
• Be careful using Velocity® during cloudy weather – both the 

bromoxynil (Group C) and pyrasulfotole (Group H) require 
sunlight to activate. Both actives are less effective in cool and 
cloudy weather. 

AGRONOMO would like to thank the GRDC for funding this work and the 
speakers and participants for getting involved to improve summer 
weed management.
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O n - Fa r m  l i m e 
i n  t h e  E a s t e r n 
W h e at b e lt

Caroline Peek
Senior Development Officer
Department of Primary 
Industries and Regional 
Development, Merredin

Tra n s po rt cost of coastal limesand can be a barrier to the effective 
amelioration of acidic sandplain soils in the eastern wheatbelt. Growers 
are interested in the idea of identifying, extracting and applying local 
on farm lime sources.

The trial at the Nixon family farm in Kalannie is measuring the 
performance of several local on-farm lime products to see if it can be 
used as a cost effective alternative to coastal lime sand.
The trial is also investigating incorporation treatments, such as offset 
discs, deep ripping to 50cm and deep ripping with inclusion plates to 
45cm, to ascertain the most appropriate soil mixing strategies and 
responses to alleviating compaction often associated with sandplain 
soils.

NEWS

The trial site had moderate compaction less than 2500 KPa. In 2017 the 
grain yield response to any form of cultivation was 592-734 kg/ha. In 
2018, deep ripping and offset discs increased yield by 221 kg/ha 
compared to the nil (Figure 1). There was significantly higher biomass 
at harvest in the cultivated treatments in 2018 but this did not lead to 
big yield responses.

Cultivation response

Figure 1: Grain Yield response to cultivation in 2017 and 2018 (lsd P=0.05).

Lime Amelioration Responses
In 2017 there was a significant response to amelioration with lime but 
only when cultivation was applied. The local lime sources – Bulk soil 
(low NV but free of rocks) screened Morrel subsoil and Crushed rock 
(rock screenings from the subsoil crushed), were significantly better 
than the nil treatment but were generally not always significantly 
different to where limesand was applied (Figure 2). There were no 
responses to amelioration with any lime source in 2018.

Figure 2: Grain Yield response in 2017 to amelioration and cultivation (Error bar 
show lsd P=0.05).
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In 2019 canola was sown.  There were visible responses to amelioration with all lime sources compared to 
the nil.  The trial has been hand harvested and the yield results will be released once they have been analysed.

Figure 3: Photo taken September 18, 2019 showing visual response to the bulk soil treatment compared to a nil plot. 

Soil pH Results

All of the ameliorants, except the crushed rock applied at 4.5 t/ha, significantly raised the pH of the top 5 cm 
above the nil (Figure 4). The Morrel subsoil applied at 11 t/ha and the bulk soil applied at 30 t/ha had 
significantly higher pH readings in the top 5cm than the other treatments The bulk soil was also significantly 
improved the profile down to 15-20cm compared to all other treatments except the 11 t/ha Morrel subsoil.

Figure 4: The pH profile in April 2019 for each ameliorant averaged across all cultivation treatments. (Error bars show lsd 
P=0.05) 

Cultivation with offset discs averaged across all ameliorants showed a more even pH profile down to 15 cm  
which would be expected with the mixing of the ameliorants through the profile (Figure 4). The inclusion 
plate furrow also showed higher pH down the profile to 15 cm compared to samples taken from between the 
furrows. Crop and root growth was visually stronger in the inclusion furrows in both 2017 and 2018 than 
between the furrows, which would indicate that there was a better soil environment in the furrows.
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Figure 5: The pH profile in March 2018 for each cultivation treatment averaged across all ameliorant treatments (Error bar 
show lsd P=0.05).

Look for the best quality On-farm lime

We have observed from testing a range of on-farm lime sources that the courser particles (greater than two 
millimetres in diameter) which are also less effective often have a higher neutralising value and the finer 
particles will often have a lower neutralising value. However there are sources like the Kalannie Morrel 
subsoil source where there is a high percentage of fine particles (less than 0.125 mm) with neutralising values 
of greater than 55%.  These sources are also sometimes associated with a level of large rocks and found in 
distinct layers in the soil profile.

Research has shown that finer particles react faster in the soil, giving a more immediate response, so 
achieving a balance between particle size and neutralising value is the key. 

Ideally, you would aim for a high quality on-farm lime product with a high percentage of finer particles that 
have a reasonable neutralising value that allows for both ease of spreading, reduced rates and a faster 
reaction time in the soil.  Realistically this would more than likely involve some form of screening out of the 
larger rocks.  The guide to identifying on farm lime sources has some useful information on the costs of 
hiring a screener in the Nixon family case study.

Comparing rates and economics

So far, the research is indicating that on farm lime sources have potential to be an effective liming source 
although ideally a longer time frame is required to fully understand the long term benefits of the alternative 
sources.  The DPIRD GRDC iLime app is a very handy tool to assess on-farm lime sources in lieu of long-term 
trial data. The key will be to understand how the economics stacks up against transporting lime sand from 
the coast.

Comparable application rates must be determined to achieve the equivalent results using on-farm lime 
instead of coastal lime sand. This can only be determined for individual sources by testing for particle size 
distribution and neutralising value and using a tool such the iLime app.  This will also help you determine 
what rates you require to ameliorate effectively.  Using the iLime app in a recovery liming situation we have 
found that it is often better to apply an effective rate up front so that you start achieving returns earlier than 
to spread less effective rates over a longer time period.  We also found that cultivation increases the 
effectiveness of the applied lime source and can reduce the rate of lime required.

More on-farm lime is usually required to equal the value of coastal lime sand.  On-farm sources often have a 
larger percentage of very fine particles, which gives them an advantage but the neutralising value is often 
lower.

The value of on-farm lime as a lime source is going to vary depending on quality of source, distance from the 
commercial lime pits and how much processing and carting is required on farm. 

There are potential benefits of other nutrients such as potassium that are often associated with Morrel soils 
and a Colwell K test can be done to determine the contribution of any potassium to the economics.

https://grdc.com.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0026/376631/locating_and_assessing_on_farm_lime_sources_WA_2019.pdf?utm_source=website&utm_medium=download_link&utm_campaign=pdf_download&utm_term=West&utm_content=Locating%20and%20Assessing%20On-Farm%20Lime%20Sources
https://grdc.com.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0026/376631/locating_and_assessing_on_farm_lime_sources_WA_2019.pdf?utm_source=website&utm_medium=download_link&utm_campaign=pdf_download&utm_term=West&utm_content=Locating%20and%20Assessing%20On-Farm%20Lime%20Sources
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Using the iLime app

The iLime app was used to compare the good quality Kalannie Morrel subsoil source applied at the trial rate 
of 11 t/ha and cultivated to 20cm (Figure 6) with 4 t/ha limesand trucked in from Jurien and also cultivated 
in.  The on farm lime source was valued at $10/t.  You can see that the screened Morrel source is more than 
competitive with limesand both on early return on investment, 20-year cumulative cashflow and pH change 
(Figure 6). Even doubling the cost of the Morrel subsoil still made it competitive.  The Bulk soil source was 
more difficult to make competitive because of the lower NV.   High rates were required which resulted in a 
lower return on investment in the first 10 years. The app can be used to run custom scenarios to reflect 
rotation, yield, costs, soil pH and quality of the lime sources. 

Figure 6: The output from the iLime app of cumulative discounted cashflow and 0-10cm pH over 20years for the good quality 
screened Morrel subsoil from Kalannie compared to lime sand trucked in from Jurien. 
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B u i l d i n g 
E m o t i o n a l 
R e s i l i e n c e

All content has been 
republished from the GRDC 
Factsheet November 2013

Em oti o n a l resilience is the willingness and capacity to accept that 
there will be good and bad times ahead, and to understand your 
reactions to these experiences and have strategies to manage them. 

NEWS

Key Points
• Accept where you are in life and what life is throwing your way.
• Listen to your inner voice and, if negative, change your ‘self-talk’.
• Look for ways to be connected within the community.
• Learn to get comfortable with feelings and be able to express 

them openly.
• Surround yourself with positive people.
• Look after your health.
• Resilience can be planned for, developed and practised.

The facts up front:
• One in five Australians will experience a mental illness.
• 13 per cent of Australians will experience some form of 

anxiety disorder.
• 20 per cent of Australians will experience depression at some 

time.
• Stress-related illnesses are estimated to cost Australian 

businesses around $30 billion per year.
• Suicide and attempted suicide rates in Australia are the 

highest in the world.
• An estimated 31.1 million prescriptions for anti-depressive 

drugs were issued in Australia in 2009-10.

Resilience is a process, not a trait of an individual or an event. It takes 
preparation, and even practice, to develop and maintain
emotional resilience.

Being resilient does not exclude you from experiencing difficulty or 
stress. However, it means you will have a tendency to cope as
a result of processes, behaviours, thoughts and actions that ‘bounce 
you forward’ to a more normal state of functioning in the
midst of adversity.

Emotional resilience is your ability to: 
• recognise and accept challenging times in life;
• recognise your own reactions and symptoms to challenging 

situations; and
• have strategies to enjoy life’s ups and downs so you stay well, in 

control and feel energised.
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Seasons will be volatile; good things and unfortunate things will happen; change and challenges will occur. 
It is not whether these things will happen or to what extent, it is just a matter of when.

If you lack resilience or strategies to respond appropriately, you may display flight, fight or freeze behaviours.
• Flight: Avoidance behaviours where individuals do not talk about the situation, deny the nature of it 

and even lie about its seriousness.
• Fight: Individuals get annoyed or angry and often ‘shoot the messenger’ rather than addressing the 

message.
• Freeze: Individuals feel overwhelmed and don’t know what to do. 

The way individuals react, and what they need to do to manage their reaction in a positive way, will vary 
from person to person.

Figure 1: Five key strategies to help experience emotional resilience.

Five key strategies to build resilience

Positive self-talk and listening to your inner voice
Your self-talk reflects how you feel and think about yourself. When challenged, what is your self-talk? What 
do you hear yourself saying when you are facing a tough situation? If you have a negative self-talk, does it 
influence your actions and how other people interact with you?

Work at changing your self-talk so it is positive. Try and describe the situation in another way. Simply 
reframing your selftalk won’t make the problem or challenge go away, but a change in self-talk may
move you away from the flight-fight-freeze responses and into problem-solving behaviour.

During difficult times it can be hard to remember all the skills it takes to run a farm business. Rather than 
focusing on the negatives, consider the vast array of attributes and skills you have that contribute to your 
business and family life. They might include advanced negotiation, practical problem-solving, high work 
ethic, technology skills and so on.
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Focus on the things you can control
Sometimes it can be difficult to know the difference between things that can and can’t be controlled.

Become adept at knowing what you can control, as opposed to wasting energy on the things you can’t. Be 
realistic and ask yourself, ‘what can be done about this, or at least part of this?’ It might be overwhelming 
but consider if there are parts that can be a addressed to get some positive return.

Planning
It is important to plan and have mechanisms in place to apply in difficult times. 

Begin by understanding what ‘pushes your buttons’ and might threaten your resilience. Knowing what 
reaction you have when your ‘buttons are pushed’ enables you to make a plan to counter any adverse 
reactions and adopt a different strategy or reaction.

Find out what works for you, create a plan and build on it continually. Time management is also important 
to help create a stable and certain environment so you can better handle any surprises. Having a plan, even 
a simple to-do list, will remind you of the steps you are taking and the progress being made.

Look after yourself
By looking after yourself you increase your capacity to handle the challenges around you.

• Physical health: Exercise, a balanced diet and rest are crucial. Make it a priority to see a doctor and 
dentist. This may be difficult in some rural areas, but schedule them at least twice a year, every year.

• Mental health: De-stress and maintain quality of sleep. Think about whether you get a good night’s 
sleep, are able to wind down and de-stress. If not, consider why.

• Connectivity and social networks: Stay connected with your friends, family and your community 
through local groups, clubs and online social networks.

• Spirituality: We each have a spiritual dimension. Try to connect with it by spending time in nature, 
meditating, appreciating music or art, or prayer.

Feeling good doesn’t just happen. Living a balanced life requires taking the time to renew yourself and 
improve your personal wellbeing. Remember: every day provides a new opportunity to recharge and look
after yourself.

Give yourself a break. Taking time away from the farm can be a source of stress and potential conflict among 
family members. Even during busy times, consider taking a break of up to four days to recharge and
increase your effectiveness when back at work. During ‘down time’ you should take a break for at least four 
days.

Tip: If you can’t look after yourself, you can’t look after your family, your mates or the business.

Connecting with community
It is essential to stay involved with family, work and the community for many positive reasons, including 
being able to contribute, being valued and to maintain perspective. The more people you interact with, the
greater the likelihood that you will meet people who have experienced, survived and grown through similar 
experiences.

Look for ways to connect with the community through work, volunteering, sporting clubs or charity clubs, 
and get your friends involved in the activities as well. There is scope for positive engagement through the 
virtual community. Social media, such as Twitter and Facebook, is a valuable tool to stay connected and
engaged both locally and further afield. 

Make the choice to be positive. Positive people attract positive people and all the benefits that come with 
that. Negative people attract negative people and everything that goes with that. Surround yourself with 
positive people and reap the benefits.
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What type of self-talk do you have?

Think of a major change you would like to achieve or a challenge you will face in the future. When you 
think about the change or challenge, what do you hear yourself say?

•  Is it positive? ‘I can do this.’
•  Is it negative? ‘No I can’t.’
•  If it is negative, is it realistic?
•  If it is negative, can it be reframed?

Spotting the early warning signs

“Mental health is a state of wellbeing. It refers to our emotional, psychological and spiritual health, and 
how we feel about ourselves and the world around us” Dennis Hoiberg, Lessons Learnt Consulting.

Emotions and feelings can get out of balance. If they remain so for an extended period of time they can cause 
significant impairment, affecting your ability to function, and can become a clinical condition.

It is important to be able to recognise the signs and symptoms that indicate your resilience is slipping. They 
can be different for each individual.

Some signs resilience may be slipping include:
• declined productivity, quality of work;
• increased tardiness, lateness;
• missed deadlines, incomplete tasks, carelessness, mistakes;
• lack of cooperation;
• withdrawal from activities;
• increased irritability and frustration with minor events;
• increased sensitivity to criticism;
• increased alcohol consumption or abuse;
• complaints of aches and pains;
• constant lethargy; and
• individuals appearing ill at ease and not themselves.

Tip: As a guide, if someone experiences these symptoms for more than two consecutive weeks with no 
explanation and it is affecting their ability to function, they should seek professional help.

Figure 2: Positive self-talk influences our words, behaviours and actions.
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Some risk factors for depression include:
•  loneliness;
•  lack of social support;
•  recent stressful life experiences;
•  family history of depression;
•  marital or relationship problems;
•  financial strain;
•  early childhood trauma or abuse;
•  alcohol or drug abuse;
• unemployment or underemployment; 

and
•  health problems or chronic pain

How to build a resilient lifestyle

Maintaining resilience is an ongoing exercise. Having a plan and looking at it once is not enough, it needs to 
be part of your life.

• Get comfortable with feelings. Have the courage to ask the question, ‘How are you going?’ and follow 
up with ‘I am concerned for you,’ and ‘I am here for you if you need.’

• Care for your mates, colleagues and families. Keep connected in the community and talk yourself, and 
your

• mates, up.
• Give yourself a break, take some time out and get away. Get good quality sleep.
• Don’t suffer from the ‘I wish I had a…’ syndrome.

Remember, a resilient mindset and dealing with everyday life issues in a calm and balanced manner consists 
of:

• accepting yourself for who you are and accept responsibility for looking after yourself;
• listening to your inner voice and having positive self-talk;
• understanding what ‘pushes your buttons’, how you respond and what you can do to change your 

response –it’s our reactions that cause the stress;
• empathy and viewing life through the eyes of others;
• communicating effectively;
• robust decision-making mechanisms;
• dealing with mistakes;
• dealing well with success and knowing what you’re good at;
• being reinforced in the environment that you are in; and
• following through in order to maintain a resilient life.

Why are farmers more vulnerable? 
Reasons include:

• intense periods of work;
• lack of sleep;
• isolation;
• lower exercise levels;
• services not readily available;
• self-sufficiency andindependent 

attitude;
• ‘just get on with it’ attitude; and
• the stigma around mental illness and a 

general reluctance to seek help.

What is depression?
Depression is a mood disorder that is characterised by an unusually persistent sad mood that does not go 
away, a loss of enjoyment and interest in once pleasurable activities and a lack of energy and tiredness.

It is helpful for people to understand what depression is and what it isn’t.

It is not something to be ashamed of or to feel guilty about. It is not a character flaw or a sign of weakness, 
or a lack of discipline or personal strength. It is not just a mood that someone can ‘snap out of’. More 
importantly, depression is not permanent and the chances for recovery are very good.
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Frequently Asked Questions

We know how important it is to look after ourselves, but why aren’t 
we doing more about it?
Sometimes it is difficult to know where to start because there are so 
many messages out there. Small and regular changes to habits can 
have a positive impact over time. You don’t need to go overboard, but 
remember to be patient and allow time to look after yourself.

Looking after yourself first doesn’t mean you are less focused on your 
business. In fact, being healthy and looking after your wellbeing will 
mean you are more effective with your time and energy so you actually 
get more done in less time or achieve the goals you set out to.

Am I going to be perceived as weak if I work on building my emotional 
resilience?
No. You are more likely to be admired for focusing on this skill and with 
experience and over time you are likely to attract others who are 
managing adversity.

Figure 3: If you are worried about someone you CARE for, remember these points

Emotions

Sadness

Anxiety

Guilt 

Anger

Overwhelmed

Irritable

Mood swings

Lack of emotions

Helplessness

Hopelessness

Lacking confidence

Indecisive

Thoughts

Frequent self-criticism

Self-blame

Pessimism 

Impaired memory and concentration 

Indecisiveness and confusion 

Tendency to believe others see you in a 
negative light 

Thoughts of death and suicide

Behaviours

Crying spells

Withdrawal from others

Worrying 

Neglecting responsibilities

Loss of interest in personal appearance

Loss of motivation

Not doing usual enjoyable activities 

Unable to concentrate 

Physical symptoms 

Chronic fatigue

Lack of energy 

Sleeping too much or too little

Overeating, loss or change of appetite

Constipation

Weight loss or gain

Irregular mentstrual cycle 

Loss of sexual desire 

Unexplained aches and pains

Table 1: Symptoms of reducing 
resilience

Useful resources

Beyondblue
(depression and anxiety)
1300 22 4636
www.beyondblue.org.au

Black Dog Institute
www.blackdoginstitute.org.au

Centre for Rural and Remote
Mental Health
www.crrmh.com.au

Clinical Research Unit for Anxiety
and Depression (CRUfAD)
02 8382 1408
www.crufad.com

Lifeline (crisis support and 
suicide prevention)
13 11 14
www.lifeline.org.au

National Centre for Farmer 
Health
www.farmerhealth.org.au
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Liebe Group Team
Executive Officer 

Katrina Venticinque
(08) 9661 1907
eo@liebegroup.org.au

Administration & 
Communications Officer 

Jessica Fletcher
(08) 9661 1907
admin@liebegroup.org.au

Finance Manager 

Sophie Carlshausen
sophie@liebegroup.org.au

Liebe Group
PO Box 340, Dalwallinu WA 6609
Phone: (08) 9661 1907

www.liebegroup.org.au

Disclaimer: 
Any recommendations, suggestions or opinions in this publication do not necessarily represent the policy or views of the Liebe 
Group. No person should act on the basis of the contents of this publication without first obtaining specific independent professional 
advice. The Liebe Group will not be liable for any loss, damage, cost or expense incurred or arising by reason of any person using or 
relying on the information in this publication. Reproduction of articles is generally permitted, however, please seek approval from 
the Liebe Group before doing so.

Calendar of events
2020 Events

Event Date Location

Trials Review Day 
AgChats & Annual 
General Meeting

Thursday 5th March 
2020

Liebe Group office

Crop Updates Wednesday 11th 
March 2020

Dalwallinu 
Recreation Centre

Women's Field Day Tuesday 16th June 
2020

Dalwallinu 
Recreation Centre

Post Seeding Field 
Walk

Wednesday 22nd July 
2020

Main Trial Site, 
Latham

Spring Field Day Thursday 10th 
September 2020

Main Trial Site, 
Latham

Research & Development 
Coordinator 

Judy Storer
(08) 9661 1907
research@liebegroup.org.au

Liebe Group office closures
The Liebe Group office will be closed from 12pm Tuesday 

24th December and will reopen at 8:30am Thursday 2nd 
January 2020

Merry Christmas 
&

Happy New Year 

from the Liebe Group

http://www.liebegroup.org.au
https://twitter.com/LiebeGroup
https://www.facebook.com/LiebeGroup/

